Text Doctor from Light Bar

“it just makes sense”
Summary
If the doctor needs to come to a specific chair and they are not in the clinic, you can send a text message to the doctor directly from the Light Bar. The doctor’s cell phone must be added to the Doctor’s Contact Info from Edit toolbar > Setup icon > Employees before texting can occur.

Adding a Cell Phone for the Doctor
From the Edit toolbar, click Setup icon.
Select Employees item.
Select the Orthodontist, click Edit icon.
In the Contact Info, add a cell phone number and carrier for the doctor to receive text messages.
Click OK button.

Text Doctor from Light Bar
Once a patient is seated, right click on patient, select Text Doctor item.

NOTES:
- This message goes to the doctor listed on the APPOINTMENT, not the doctor that is listed on the Edit Patient tab. These of course, could be the same individual.

The texts contain the following information:

Chair: (Name of the Chair texted from)
Patient: (First and Last Name of the Patient)
Appt. Type: (Name of the Appointment Type)